FAQ

Frequently Asked Questions
Rayner Equipment Systems was born out
of ingenuity of the two brothers and today
manufactures multiple pavement preservation
equipment as well as offers training and
consulting at all levels of business in paving
maintenance.

In 2020, Etnyre International Ltd, acquired
Rayner Equipment Systems expanding the
capability of the company.
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Inventory machines are standard red;
Custom ordered machines may be your choice of color.

WITH THE PATENTED RAYNMAKER SPRAY SYSTEM

Below are several frequently asked questions and brief answers that you may find useful:
Q:

Is the PavementSaver (PS) a suitable machine
for most Seal applications?

A:

Yes, the PS will do the work of several crew members and will outperform all other self-propelled seal
buggies. We have completed many large projects such
as the Santiago International Airport’s main runway in
Chile using a PS 400. The PS 400 and 500 are capable of
both squeegee and spray applications. You will find that
there are needs for both types of applications.

Q:
A:

What makes the PS such a durable machine?

The tanks on this machine are made from T1 steel (a
blend of stainless and bridge steel). The steel provides for
long life with little to no maintenance 10+ years down the
road. The propel system typically operates in 50% or less of
its pressure capacity range. This hydraulic system is rated
for 5000 PSI continuous operation and we run 2500 PSI or
less most of the time. This translates to low pressure, low
heat and a very long life from these components. All three
drive wheels are supported by Torque Hubs, not the hydraulic motors! The hubs are designed to support a fully loaded
machine and can take on the curbs, pot holes and parking
barriers (however not recommended) without failure.

Keeping your machine operational every day of your season
is a critical factor when you only have a limited season to
work with. Down time prevention is a key design factor of
the PS.

Q:

What is the control over the film thickness and
uniformity of sealing layer?

A:

Film thickness and control varies with the 		
application method:
I. For squeegee, the pavement surface creates a “demand” for a certain amount of material. If the surface
is rough the squeegee will leave more material, if the
surface is very smooth the squeegee may not leave
enough material. However, the squeegee does provide a
physical pressure of the Asphalt Emulsion or Coal Tar to
the surface and promotes better bonding.
II. For spray applications, the surface demand issue does
not control film thickness; the application rate can be
determined and adjusted by speed of the machine, orifice
size, pump pressure or a combination of these. Spraying
provides an even film cross section, and on some surfaces
a better appearance. It is generally accepted by sealcoating professionals that one squeegee coat and one spray
coat will provide the best possible surfacing results.
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Q:

What are the overall quality results?

A:

Quality of the application is excellent. The
PS is recognized as the top-of-the-line application
equipment in the industry. If you ask professionals
around the world that use a sizable sealcoat, you’ll
discover the PS in their toolbox.

Q:

What type of pump does the PS use?
Why this pump?
A: The pumping system on the PS is a gear type
that allows for continuous flow of material keeping
the spray tip pressure consistent from beginning to
end of the load.
This is important as every time the tip pressure
changes, more or less material is being applied.
Diaphragm pumps have two material chambers
that cycle back and forth to generate material flow,
these systems usually have an accumulator to help
dampen the material pulsation. Even with the accumulator this type of pump will cause the material
to increase and decrease in pressure; which is called
the pressure ripple. When the material is being
applied by hand, the operator can compensate for
the pulsation by sweeping back and forth leaving a
nice (fogged) finish. When applying by spray bar the
pulsation in the material is evident as the material
starts to wear and can usually be seen at time of
application. The Pavement Saver’s gear pump keeps
the application of material constant so the mat is
consistent and even.

Q:

Can it mix rubber additive and sand in the
machine itself? If so, do we need separate equipment for the purpose of mixing rubber and sand in
the mix?

A:

Yes, the PS has a two speed, reversible mixer
that allows you to add latex and sand to any mix. You
can also add specialized, single size grit to the mix for
skid resistance.

Q:

What is the best method of application Spray
or Squeegee?

A:

Both have value depending on the surface being treated. The squeegee does the best job for forcing material into the cracks and voids but will scrape
the top of the aggregate during application. The spray
leaves the best finish with an even application over
the surface but will not fill the cracks and voids as well
as the squeegee. On a standard grade surface a dual
application is the best answer where you can squeegee the first coat and spray the second.
Smooth surfaces will make it difficult to squeegee
because you will have a hard time leaving the proper
millage and a rough surface is equally difficult because
you will be leaving too much material with a squeegee. All pavements are different and likely different
on the same job. Having a machine that provides the
operator with options is a powerful tool for any company. A skilled applicator at the helm of the PS will
give your customers the best final finish while being
more profitable.
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Q:

What safety features are available?

A:

Each PS is built with fail safe brakes on the
two rear drive wheels. Neutral safety, seat belt or
seat pressure switches are also standard on every
PS. In the event of a catastrophic event such as a
blown hydraulic line or engine failure the brakes will
apply. Safety is an area that we do NOT compromise!

Q:

What is average surface coverage / hour (in
sq. meter & surface)?

A:

This machine is capable of very high production and can spray or squeegee 400 gallons (1,514
liters) in five to 10 minutes. Production is dependent
on the openness of your working area. More time
is usually spent loading the machine than applying
material. Typical load time is 10 to 15 minutes depending on the tanks pump size. The pumping system
on the PS is capable of 93 GPM. The viscosity of
your material, spray tip size,
number of tips will affect
this number so an exact flow
rate would have to be calculated at time of calibration.
On open areas such as large
parking lots, highways or
runways we see production
of 5,000 square meters an
hour if the material is readily
available (at a spread rate of
1 liter per square meter +/-) Suffice to say that
the flow capability is sufficient to apply a lot of
material very quickly.

people look at projects’ production rates on a square yard
or square feet per hour basis. A rule of thumb for calculating the application rates for both spray coating from the
rear bar and also for applying with the squeegee set-up is
shown below with the math. NOTE: After calibration you will
know your volume capabilities however if you factor in a 12 foot wide
pass (conservative) and guessing at .20 per sq. yd. or 22 gallons per
1000 sq. ft. and you are traveling at 15,840 ft. per hr. (3 mph).
400 gallon tank/22 gallons per 1000 sq. ft. = 18,181 square foot of
coverage per 400 gallon tank load of material.
5,280 feet in a mile x 3MPH = 15,840 feet x 12 ft. wide pass / 60 minutes = 3,168 sq. ft. per min.
18,181 sq. ft. per 400 gallon tank / 3,168 sq. ft. per min. = 5.73 minutes to spray 400 gallons (69 GPM)
Assuming the reload time is an average of 15 minutes one can expect
the following:
54,543 sq. ft. per hour is a realistic number to reach.
These numbers are taking into count many assumptions but should
offer an estimated reload time.
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The machine travels at a rate of 6 to 9 mph with
applications being done at around 3-4 mph. Many
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